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Hearing about all of this Russian hacking, Trump, and
politics, in general, these days seems to be like eating the
same type of food every night, you literally get sick of it.
This begs the question, should we even pay attention to it? Of
course, we should, the political realm and the corporate
stranglehold over it (and above that sit the financial elite)
are taking advantage of us because WE are the ones that allow
this entire charade to continue. It would be the same thing as
not paying attention to the fact that pharmaceutical drugs are
killing many people. There are many examples. To simply ignore
it allows those ridden with the disease of power to keep

taking advantage of us.
One thing is for sure, our socalled “leaders” don’t seem to care. Sure, they gather at
summits every year to supposedly discuss solutions to the
global problems, but solutions have been in existence for
decades and nothing seems to happen. This alone should make
every single person question what’s really going on behind the
scenes because nothing seems to really make any sense at all.
It also forces one to come up and create solutions within
their own life, and start creating change that way, by doing
their best to be it.
This article sheds light on one common problem that’s existed
for decades, and that’s the constant blaming of Russia, as
well as other governments and global politicians for problems
that don’t even exist. Perhaps the best example would
be 9/11 and Iraq, or the recent supposed chemical gas attacks
in Syria, and much more. Each is an example for humanity to
wake up and see what’s really going on, because it keeps on
happening over and over again, and to stop it, awareness is
key, human consciousness is key…
It’s always critical to look at the information that’s not
coming from mainstream media sources, and if you do, you will
find multiple ex-intelligence agents and employees saying the
exact opposite of what’s presented within the mainstream
media. You can also find hard evidence to corroborate these
statements, unlike the ones that come from mainstream media.
These are brave people, who chose to share truth rather than
sticking to their national security oaths, simply
because “national security” has now become a term used to
justify completely immoral action, like mass surveillance, for
example.
[Read more here]
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